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ABSTRACT
Paper devoted estimation of the efficiency of agricultural land in the Russian Federation. Land is the main
production factor in agriculture, hence it is important to know the effective usage of land. Land efficiency
could be evaluated in different ways. In this paper, it was suggested to use as factors – feed units received
from 1 ha arable land, amount of growing production in fair price in 1 ha, gross and net profit per 1 ha. Also,
methodology suggested calculating potential yield and the potential cost of arable land, using a score of soil
quality. The paper aims to suggest a methodology of economic efficiency. Case study base on agricultural
company Kolos, Russia.
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INTRODUCTION
The land is a main agricultural production facility
and a primary spatial base for the production of
material benefits. The specific features of the land
which differ it from the other agricultural means of
production are:
− land is utilised as an instrument of labour and an
object of labour simultaneously;
− irreplaceability with other means of production;
− land is the basis of agriculture which intertwines
the economic reproduction process and biological
and natural ones;

− multiple usages of the same plot of land for making biological assets (plants) etc.
Lands, utilised in agriculture, are considered commercial ones and they comprise tilled fields, grasslands, hayfields, cattle run, lands for perennial plantings, lands for artificially impounded bodies in pondfish farming (Alborov, Kontsevaya and Kontsevoy,
2020). The owners of these commercial lands get
economic benefits represented by crops and for this
reason, commercial lands may be considered land assets. These assets will bring sufficient benefits if they
are used efficiently. Efficient land use is part of the
country’s food security (Ostaev et al., 2021).
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The efficiency of utilisation of land assets or agricultural lands depends on many factors but the main
one of them is the establishment of appropriate land
utilisation that comprises the creation of a local base
for land cleanup, improvement of farming standards,
and productivity of agricultural commercial lands,
complete and reasonable utilisation of each type of
commercial lands and rational arrangement of agricultural production.
Agricultural land estimation devoted plenty of
research papers. Antropov and Komarov (2018)
suggested to divide agricultural land into clusters
according to economic efficiency. They suggested
using factors as wheat harvest per 1 ha, amount of
contracts for rent and sale, rent fee, and amount of
tax. Svitin (2019) in his book argues that the main
factor with influence land management is the level
of technology, international conventions, and agreements, land policy inside the country. Lerman and
Shagaida (2007) mention that Russia has a specific
problem in the land market as high level of bureaucracy, corruption, and unclear procedures for land
trading.
Wallace and Williamson (2007) mention that
countries with developed markets create opportunities for commodification unrestrained by the
volume of available land. The multiplication of
land interests and layering of opportunities create
the virtually unlimited potential for secondary and
derivative markets.
Despite the common socialistic past of Russia and Poland, Poland has a significant important
difference from Russia – the tradition of private
ownership. Marks-Bielska (2013) mentions in the
research that even under a command and quota system, private ownership was the dominant form of
ownership. However, Poland has a similar problem
with agricultural land to Russia. Despite the governmental effort and agricultural land protection,
there is a huge loss of agricultural and forest land
that is converted to other uses (Kurowska et al.,
2020).
Sources of data for analysis could be the agricultural accounting statements of the farm (Kubascikova
et al., 2019), internal documents, statistical data of
soil fertility.

The paper aims to suggest a methodology of economic efficiency. Case study base on agricultural
company Kolos, Russia.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Efficiency extent of agricultural land utilisation
depends on unconditional execution of all agrobiological and technologic procedures of manufacturing of the agricultural products on these lands, strict
fulfilment of preliminary developed and introduced
systems of crop rotation, fertilizers, active-adaptive
technologies of cultivation of agricultural plants,
gathering, transportation, storage and utilisation of
obtained agricultural products.
To estimate agricultural land utilisation efficiency, an indicator framework is offered. Its indicators
should be integral elements of land utilisation management in agriculture.
These indicators are reasonably subdivided into
four groups in Table 1: (1) common indicators of
land utilisation efficiency, (2) indicators of economic efficiency of land utilisation, (3) indicators
of ecological efficiency of land utilisation, (4) indicators of crop production area utilisation (Bodrikova, Kontsevoy and Shlyapnikova, 2020, Knyazeva
et al., 2020).
RESEARCH RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The efficiency of utilisation of agricultural lands depends on the reclamation level of overall land area
and plowed of commercial lands:
а) Reclamation level of overall land area by an agricultural company:

reclamation j =

land agricultural j
land total j

,

(1)

where:
reclamation – coefficient of reclamation of overall
land area (%),
land agricultural – an area of agricultural lands, i.e.
arable land, pastures (ha),
land total – an overall area of lands belonging to the
company (ha).
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Table 1. Indicators of utilisation efficiency of agricultural lands
1. Common indicators of land
utilisation efficiency

2. I ndicators of economic
efficiency of land utilisation

3. I ndicators of ecological
efficiency of land utilisation

4. I ndicators of crop production
area utilisation

1.1. Gross output by types of
products (hwt)
1.2. Gross output by types per
100 ha of tilled field:
(а) in hwt; (b) in RUB
1.3. Production measured by
fair value or by transfer
price per 100 ha of commercial land (RUB)
1.4. Productiveness of 1 ha of
hay fields and cattle run
(hwt)
1.5. Total productiveness, hwt
of fodder unit from 1 ha of:
(а) commercial land
(b) tilled field

2.1. Gross output per 1 employee in crop farming:
(а) in hwt; (b) in RUB
2.2. Production of specific kinds
of products per 1 employee
in crop farming (hwt)
2.3. Gross output estimated at
transfer price per 1 person-hour (RUB)
2.4. Return on assets ratio
– production is estimated at
transfer price per average
annual value of capital stock
in crop farming (RUB)
2.5. Material productivity – production is estimated
at transfer price per average
annual value of the standard
stock (RUB)
2.6. Land productivity (RUB)
2.7. Energy sustainability index
per 1 ha of crop production
area

3.1. Capital/output ratio – the
opposite value of return on
assets ratio (RUB)
3.2. Materials – output ratio
– the opposite value of
material productivity
(RUB)
3.3. Labour intensity of production of specific types of
products (person-hour)
3.4. Expenditure of specific
types of material resources
in physical units: (а) per
1 ha of crop production
area; (b) per production
1 hwt of product
3.5. Total energy consumption
per 1 ha of crop production
area (thou. MJ)
3.6. Resource and energy
consumption of fodder from
1 ha of fodder production
area (thou. MJ)
3.7. Land consumption (RUB)

4.1. Profit margin from 1 unit
of crop production area
(RUB): (а) in commercial
output production
(b) in fodder production
4.2. Profit from 1 unit of crop
production area (RUB):
(а) in commercial output
production; (b) in fodder
production
4.3. Production costs per 1 ha of
crop production area (RUB)
4.4. Crop yield of plants from
1 ha of crop production area
(hwt)
4.5. Energy yield in the crop
from 1 ha of crop production area (thou. MJ)

Source: own study.

b) Plowed level of agricultural commercial lands:

ploughness j =

land arable j
land agricultural j

,

(2)

where:
ploughness – plowed level of agricultural commercial lands (%),
land arable – arable land for the cultivation of arable
crops (ha),
land agricultural – an area of agricultural lands, i.e.
arable land, pastures (ha).

where:
TU – coefficient of utilisation of tillable lands (%),
land arable – arable land for the cultivation of arable
crops (ha),
land tillable – agricultural land, which can potentially
be bearable.
To calculate such indicators as land productivity and land consumption, an agricultural company
should define (establish) in-house (economic) price
of a given type of agricultural land using a formula
(Kontsevoy, 2016):

internal cost j = (length  feed unit  oats price) + improvement ,
c) Coefficient of the utilisation of tillable lands that
(4)
feed
unitlands
 oatsinto
price) + improvement ,		
is theinternal
extent cost
of involvement
these
j = (length  of
agriculture:
where:
internal cost – in-house operation (economic) price
land arable j
of 1 ha of a given plot of land: tilled field, cattle
,		
(3)
TU j =
land tillable j
run, grassland, hayfield (RUB),
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length – suggested duration of the efficient (productive) period of the natural fertility of a given plot
of land (tilled field, cattle run, grassland, hayfield)
under the extensive condition of its utilisation
(without fertilizer treatment, liming of soil, erosion-preventing activities, etc.) (years),
feed unit – output of all types of products (main, joint-cost, and secondary products) from 1 ha estimated
in fodder units over 3–5 years averagely (hwt of
fodder units),
oats price – market (sales) price of 1 hwt of oat in
a farm unit over an accounting period (RUB),
improvement – total costs for recultivation (melioration) of soil estimated per 1 ha of a given plot of
land (RUB).

and leading specialists should pay much attention
to the improvement of land utilisation, increase soil
fertility with the introduction of adaptive landscape-specific agriculture.
One of the methods to increase land utilisation
efficiency in agricultural companies (farming units)
is including unused lands into agricultural activity,
improvement of natural utilised lands, and increasing
fertility.
Commercial land areas may be increased by recultivation of scrublands and transferring previously
used lands to commercial ones. The other way to improve the utilisation of lands is improving the quality
and fertility of soils of commercial lands including
tilled fields.
Among the abovementioned indicators, field size
Estimation of commercial land utilisation effi- should be highlighted especially as its shape influciency may be fulfilled by the integrated index of ef- ences the utilisation of modern agricultural equipment and tools.
ficiency:
The efficiency of tilled land utilisation and other
harvest j
commercial lands may be estimated by gross profit
,
(5)
itegrated land use efficiency =
and net profit from 1 ha and total area:
land j
¦ fair value j – direct cost j + general cost j
gross profit per ha =
where:
arable land j
¦ fair value j – direct cost j + general cost j
integrated land-use efficiency – total amount of out, (6)
gross profit per ha =
put (obtained) of crop farming products estimated
arable land j
by fair value (thou. RUB),
harvest – sum of all produced agricultural products of where:
gross profit per ha – gross profit from 1 ha of tilled
crop production at fair value (thou. RUB),
field (RUB),
land – area of commercial land in a farming unit (ha).
Σfair value – the amount of fair value of totally obThe integrated index of efficiency should be ana- tained products (including secondary products) of all
lysed dynamically. As it is seen in Table 2 integrated agricultural plants (thou. RUB),
indicator of the efficiency of commercial lands in direct cost – the number of direct costs (excluding
a farming unit tends to decrease. Hence, management salary budget) of plant production (RUB),
Table 2. Estimation of utilisation efficiency of agricultural lands on agricultural company Kolos, Russia in the period 2017–2019
2017

2018

2019

2019 in %
of 2017

125 568

92 758

95 956

74.4

Area of commercial land (ha)

5 728

5 728

5 728

100.0

Integrated indicator of efficiency (thou. RUB)

21.9

16.2

16.8

76.7

Indicator
Gross output of crop production estimated by fair value (thou. RUB)

Source: own calculation.
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general cost – the total amount of general production
cost and general business cost of crop farming
(RUB),
arable land – area of a given type of commercial
land (ha).
gross profit per ha j – salary j
net profit per ha =
,
arable land j

profit per ha =

gross profit per ha j – salary j
arable land j

,

(7)

where:
net profit per ha – net profit from 1 ha of arable land
(RUB),
salary – salary budget including social expenditures
in crop farming (RUB),
The above-mentioned indicators may be calculated
per 1 ha of the cultivated area of specific kinds and
types of agricultural plants regarding water quality.
So, efficiency estimated by net profit from 1 ha of
the cultivated area of grain crops may be calculated
according to the following equation:

net profit land j = BP  B FV – PC ,

(8)

where:
net profit land – net profit from 1 ha of grain crop
fields (RUB),
BP – the price of 1 score of soil quality of the given
area of crop estimated by crop yield of grain crops
(hwt),
B – quality score attributed to given cropland in an
agricultural company (scores),
FV – fair value of 1 hwt of grain in farming unit,
PC – the prime cost of 1 hwt of grain in farming unit
(RUB).
The efficiency of land utilisation in agricultural
companies depends on many internal and external
factors which are used for system analysis and results of this analysis help take scientifically based,
reasonable, and prompt, and strategic decisions on
land utilisation. Such factors as improvement of
technical equipment and large-scale mechanisation of land processing, implementation of modern
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technologies of plant cultivation; introduction of
fertility increasing activities; improvement of quality of production resources (machinery, seeds, fertilizers, etc.); rational utilisation of material and labour resources in crop farming; implementation of
modern types of job arrangement and labour remuneration; observation of scientifically based systems
of crop rotation and fertilizer treatment, etc. can be
used for system analysis.
Estimation of land assets utilisation is recommended to fulfil in the agricultural company by comparison with leading companies and potential indicators should be established:
а) Crop yield of a plant from 1 ha (hwt):

potential yield j

(9)

price j  score,

where:
potential yield – potential crop yield of a plant from
1 ha in a compared group of farming units,
price – the price of 1 score of estimation of soil quality by crop yield in leading (top) farming units
(hwt),
score – average score of estimation of soil quality in
a compared group of farming units.
b) Prime cost of 1 hwt of agricultural plant crop:

potential cost j = PSQ j  score,

(10)

where
potential cost – the potential prime cost of 1 hwt of
plant crop in a compared group of farming units
(RUB),
PSQ – the price of 1 score of estimation of soil quality by production costs of 1 hwt of plant crop in
the leading group of farming units (RUB),
score – average score of estimation of soil quality in
a compared group of farming units.
c) Utilisation of capabilities of tilled field estimated
by crop yield:

utilization =

potential yield j
actual yield j

,

(11)
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where:
utilisation – level of utilisation of capabilities of
tilled field estimated by crop yield from 1 ha in
a compared group of farming units (%),
potential yield – potential crop yield from 1 ha (hwt),
actual yield – actual crop yield from 1 ha (hwt).
CONCLUSIONS
Practical application of the abovementioned indicators provides a high extent of objectivity, authenticity, and reliability of estimation and analysis of agricultural land utilisation efficiency in any agricultural
company. Such estimation and analysis of land utilisation efficiency should be made to obtain relevant
information in the system of land management and
utilisation in agricultural companies.
This methodology can be used for management
purposes in agricultural companies. It is easy to use
and can be used in any agricultural company without
additional training. The methodology was approbated
on agricultural company Kolos, Russia.
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